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THE PROGRAM

AFRICAN MIGRATION: WHAT STRATEGIES TO SET UP FOR ITS MANAGEMENT?

Saturday 8th December, 2018

15.00 : RECEPTION OF PARTICIPANTS

15.30 : OPENING SESSION

- Mr. Mohammed Tawfik MOULINE, Director General of the Royal Institute for Strategic Studies
- Ms. Ana FONSECA, IOM Morocco Chief of Mission

15.40 : PANEL DISCUSSIONS

- What are the strategies to be implemented by African countries and at the continental level for the management of intra-African migration? By Pr. Ndioro NDIAYE, Minister Advisor to His Excellency the President of Republic of Senegal
- What role can public policies play in managing migration at both local and national levels in African countries? What steps are needed in policy making in order to take into account migration’s impact on development? By Jason GAGNON, Economist - Migration and Skills Unit and coordinator of the MDP report, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
- GCM in Africa: the continent priorities and key principles for an effective implementation, follow-up and review mechanism for the GCM which would maximize the benefits of migration in Africa, by Ms. Maureen ACHIENG, IOM Ethiopia Chief of Mission and Representative to the African Union/UNECA/IGAD
- Concerted policies by both African and European countries for tackling migration issues at both national and local levels and maximize its benefits, by Ms. Carmen GONZÁLEZ ENRÍQUEZ, Senior Analyst, Head of the Migrations and Public Opinion Areas, Elcano Royal Institute
- How to make the Diaspora actively participate in the development of the continent, in their country of origin as well as in other African countries? By Dr. Awil MOHAMOUD, Director of The African Diaspora Policy Centre (ADPC)

MODERATOR

Pr. Abdellatif KHATTABI,
IRES Affiliated Researcher, IZA Research Fellow

17.20 : COFFEE BREAK